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Future Work

.

• Lateral view images from the MIMIC-CXR-JPG dataset. 

• Images are resized to 224x224 pixels

• CheXpert labeler4

• Positive labels are treated as 1

• Uncertain, negative, and unmentioned labels are treated as 0

• VGG16, ResNet502 and DenseNet1213 architectures for multilabel classification 

tasks

• Transfer learning using ImageNet weights

• Accuracy and loss are measured for architectures

• VGG16 to classify with or without pathology of lateral view x-rays for twelve 

pathologies. Pathology splits can be found in Table 1. 

• For each pathology, an equal number of No Finding images were 

randomly selected and added to the dataset

• Utilized ReLu activation function and 10 epochs

• Chest x-rays are a valuable diagnostic tool for many 

different diseases. 

• Deep learning has the potential to assist radiologists and 

help improve patient care. 

• Explore the use of deep learning to classify lateral view 

chest x-rays from the MIMIC-CXR-JPG4 dataset

• Conduct multi-label classification experiments 

and single label classification experiments

• Multi-label classification tasks found 

that VGG168 achieved the highest 

accuracy of the models tested

• Found single label classification results for the following twelve pathologies: 

atelectasis, cardiomegaly, consolidation, edema, enlarged cardiomediastinum, 

fracture, lung lesion, lung opacity, plural effusion, plural other, pneumonia, and 

pneumothorax.

• Model performance varied for each pathology, with pleural effusion achieving 

the highest accuracy of 83.5% and among the highest recall, specificity, and 

precision results. 

• We believe this work serves as a baseline for classifying the lateral view 

images of the MIMIC-CXR dataset. 

Results
• Multi-label classification experiments 

found  VGG16 had the highest 

accuracy among the models tested: 

VGG16, ResNet50 and 

DesneNet121

• Results for each pathology are found 

in Table 1

• Figure 2 shows the confusion matrix 

for each pathology.

Discussion
One model does not fit all

• VGG16 architecture worked best on the entire lateral multi-label dataset

• Accuracy ranged from 62.23% to 83.52% for individual pathologies

Due to the nature of the classification problem, recall and specificity are more 

informative

• Do not want to send home sick patients

• Do not want to treat healthy patients

• Recall ranged between 31.42% and 83.42% while specificity ranged between 

48.39% and 96.02%

• Consolidation has the highest specificity and lowest recall while fracture scored 

the lowest specificity and among the highest recall. However, both pathologies 

scored similarly on accuracy with 63.09% and 62.23% respectively

We are not aware of any published peer-reviewed research that studies the recall, 

specificity and precision of the lateral view x-rays from MIMIC-CXR 

Figure 1:  Sample image 

from the MIMIC-CXR 

dataset
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• Test our architecture on frontal images

• Utilize a similar architecture to DuelNet7 to test both lateral and frontal images

• Utilize a similar training technique to Monshi et al.5 to adjust learning rates across 

epochs

• Add weights to uncertainty labels

• Partner with radiologists to test on novel images

Materials and Methods*

Table 1: The testing results for each pathology. Also shows the total 

number of images before training, validation, and testing splits.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix for each pathology. 0 indicates without pathology and 1 indicates with pathology. 
*Code used to run experiments and generate results can be found here: https://github.com/jessyarnall/thesis-code


